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Abstract This paper presents a Fault Mode Probability Factor (FMPF) based Fault-Tolerant
Control (FTC) strategy for multiple faults of Dissimilar Redundant Actuation System (DRAS)
composed of Hydraulic Actuator (HA) and Electro-Hydrostatic Actuator (EHA). The long-term
service and severe working conditions can result in multiple gradual faults which can ultimately
degrade the system performance, resulting in the system model drift into the fault state character-
ized with parameter uncertainty. The paper proposes to address this problem by using the historical
statistics of the multiple gradual faults and the proposed FMPF to amend the system model with
parameter uncertainty. To balance the system model precision and computation time, a Moving
Window (MW) method is used to determine the applied historical statistics. The FMPF based
FTC strategy is developed for the amended system model where the system estimation and Linear
Quadratic Regulator (LQR) are updated at the end of system sampling period. The simulations of
DRAS system subjected to multiple faults have been performed and the results indicate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed approach.
 2018 Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. This is
an open access article under theCCBY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction
Dissimilar Redundant Actuation Systems (DRAS), composed
of Hydraulic Actuator (HA) and Electro-Hydrostatic Actuator
(EHA), have been increasingly gaining consideration for the
application in the large commercial aircraft due to their ability
to avoid possible common mode failures.1–3 DRAS has the
advantage of fast response and high reliability associated with
HA actuator, while avoiding common mode failure by intro-
ducing redundant EHA.4 The research on DRAS system has
become the mainstream of the large aircraft development pro-
grams. The latest Airbus aircraft, A380 and A350, have
adopted DRAS system of 2H/2E type.5
The HA systems commonly experience gradual faults
caused by oil leakage and constriction of oil flow which ulti-
mately lead to the system performance degradation. Although
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these faults may have limited initial side-effect, over the long
life-time they can result in increasingly adverse effects on the
actuation system and impact the overall system performance.
Therefore, measures must be taken to maintain certain level
of acceptable system performance under the gradually increas-
ing system fault conditions. The Fault-Tolerant Control (FTC)
techniques6–8 are commonly used to remedy the faults and
maintain the aircraft system safety at a high level, and could
also be applied to designing the FTC mechanism for the actu-
ation system with gradual faults.
Design of FTC system requires that the system parameters
be known, which is difficult to realize in real application.9
Researchers have proposed various control methods for uncer-
tain systems operating under very specific working conditions
and for short period of time, specifically, for the cases when
gradual faults do not have significant effect on the system per-
formance. However, there are few control methods for systems
with varying and uncertain parameters over long period of
time, which prompted many researchers to focus on the system
identification techniques10–13 commonly applied to systems
under normal operating conditions and over a specific time
period. However, when system faults occur, the corresponding
system parameters would drift, which would increase the iden-
tification errors of the parameter values. When the system suf-
fers multiple faults of different severity levels, the system
parameters would present uncertainty. Therefore, traditional
approaches addressing system identification are inadequate
for effective control design for the systems with increasing
errors of parameters. This is especially evident in the case of
a system with changing parameters caused by the gradual
faults of the imprecise system model. The robust control tech-
niques,14,15 adaptive design techniques16,17 and the Linear
Parameter Varying (LPV) control design methods18 can deal
with the system uncertainty to some degree, but they exhibit
limitations when applied to systems with multiple gradual
faults which occur over a long working period.
Design of an effective FTC mechanism for DRAS experi-
encing gradual faults, is a complex problem which involves
not only system identification over a long period of time but
also design of the fault-tolerant controller. This paper pro-
poses a Fault Mode Probability Factor (FMPF) based FTC
strategy for multiple fault modes of DRAS over a long work-
ing period. Since the identification errors would increase due to
the multiple gradual faults, the cycle of sampling method is
used to record the multiple fault modes and provide the histor-
ical statistics as the fault information. Applying the proposed
FMPF with expectation operator, the historical statistics can
be used to estimate current degree and values of multiple
faults. Finally, the amended system model based on FMPF
can be obtained and used to design the fault-tolerant con-
troller. Based on the amended system model, the control gain
can be determined using Linear Quadratic Regulator
(LQR).19–21 To balance the system model precision and the
computation time, a Moving Window (MW) method is used
to determine the amount of applied historical statistics, follow-
ing a certain window size, at the end of the most recent sam-
pling period, new system parameter estimation results are
imported into the applied historical statistics while the oldest
set is removed, and then the chosen historical statistics are pro-
cessed by using the FMPF to update the system parameters.
The updated system parameters are then used to modify the
control law to compensate for the effects of the changed grad-
ual faults. In this paper, the Monte Carlo method is used to
provide simulation data for different periods. Several case
studies of DRAS, subjected to multiple faults, are performed
to analyze the effectiveness of this method and associated
design approach.
The main contribution of this paper is the FMPF based
FTC strategy for multiple fault modes of DRAS under long
term working conditions, where the control gain of the fault-
tolerant controller is updated with each sampled data set. This
approach allows the system performance to be maintained
within reasonable range even under changed working condi-
tions caused by the gradual faults. Compared with the existing
FTC design methods, the proposed FMPF approach applies
the expectation operator on the historical statistics resulting
in a novel way to comprehensively utilize the system statistical
information, where law of large numbers and central limit the-
orem can be used to provide theoretical foundations, and
meanwhile, the MW method balances the system model preci-
sion and the computation time.
Notation: Throughout this paper, the superscript T specifies
matrix transposition, D specifies parameter error. The symbol
P stands for probability and E expectation operator. RefkðÞg
is the form of eigenvalue real part. wðtÞ 2 L2 0;1Þ½ is a quad-
ratic differential function. maxðÞ and minðÞ express maximum
value and minimum value respectively.
2. System description
The DRAS system is composed of one HA system and one
EHA system as shown in Fig. 1. In the normal operating con-
dition, only HA drives the control surface while EHA is in the
follower mode, i.e. backup mode. This type of active/passive
(A/P) operating mode, known as HA/EP mode, is the most
common operating mode since HA system has better perfor-
mance than EHA system. Consequently, the proposed FTC
strategy is developed for this operating mode and leaves the
EA/HP operating mode as an alternate FTC strategy.
2.1. Modeling of HA/EP mode under normal operating condition
The model of HA/EP system, used in this work, has been pre-
viously developed and published by this research group.22 The
model is based on the assumption that the control surface is a
rigid body of known mass and inertial moments. The forces
acting on the system include the HA cylinder force, Fh, inertial
and damping load of the EHA system, and aerodynamic force,
FL. The state space representation of the system is given as
follows:




where the state vector is defined as xðtÞ ¼ ½xh; _xh;Ph; xvT, xh
and _xh are the velocity and acceleration of the piston respec-
tively, Ph is the cylinder pressure, and xv is the servo valve dis-
placement; uðtÞ is the system input to be designed; yðtÞ is the
system output; wðtÞ is unknown disturbance. The state, input,
output, and disturbance matrices are as follows23:
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where Bh, Be and Bd are damping coefficients of hydraulic
cylinders of HA and EHA systems, and the control surface;
mh, me and md are masses of hydraulic cylinder pistons of
HA and EHA systems and the control surface; Ah is hydraulic
cylinder area of HA; Vh is the hydraulic cylinder total volume
of HA; Eh is bulk modulus; Kce ¼ ðKc þ ChlÞ, Kc is coefficient
of flow-pressure, and Chl is leakage coefficient of hydraulic
cylinder of HA; Kq is coefficient of flow change; Kv is propor-
tionality coefficient of servo valve; sv is the servo valve time
constant.
2.2. Modeling of HA/EP mode with multiple gradual faults
According to the published research,24,25 the gradual faults of
HA, which cause the parameters drift, can be classified in the
following five types: (A) the change of servo valve time con-
stant sv due to the servo valve blockage; (B) the change of
servo valve gain Kv due to the servo valve leakage; (C) the
change of bulk modulus Eh due to the air entrapment in oil;
(D) the change of damping coefficient Bh due to the increasing
motion damping; (E) the change of leakage coefficient Chl due
to the hydraulic cylinder leakage. These types of gradual faults
may be difficult to detect but would result in degradation of
the system performance. The uncertainty modulation matrices
are used to model these faults in DRAS system and to describe
the parameter uncertainty caused by these faults. Assuming
that the system does not experience sensor faults, the DRAS
model of the HA/EP mode with gradual faults can be repre-
sented in the following form:




where DA and DB are deviations in the original state and input
matrices caused by parameter change due to the system faults.
The system matrices and the fault modulation matrices can be
expressed as follows:
A ¼
0 1 0 0
0 a22 a23 0
0 a32 a33 a34





B ¼ ½0; 0; 0; b4T
DA ¼
0 1 0 0
0 Da22 Da23 0
0 Da32 Da33 Da34









where coefficients A and B matrices are defined in Eq. (2),
whereas Da22 ¼ DBh=ðmh þme þmdÞ is damping fault fac-
tor, Da32 ¼ 4DEhAh=Vh is the bulk modulus fault factor,
Da33 ¼ ½4DEhðKc þ DChlÞ=Vh represents the bulk modulus
and the internal leakage fault factor, Da34 ¼ 4DEhKq=Vh repre-
sents the bulk modulus fault factor, Da44 ¼ 1=Dsv is the servo
valve time constant fault factor, and Db41 ¼ DKv=Dsv repre-
sents the servo valve block and leakage failure factor.
3. Amended model based on fault mode probability factor
Since gradual faults have stochastic characteristics, they can be
described using probabilistic approach. As the gradual faults
converge to a particular state, that state can be regarded as
the expectation of the final gradual fault changed state and
could be used to describe the gradual fault process and design
appropriate FTC strategy.
Fig. 1 Schematic of dual DRAS system.
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The effects of all the gradual faults have been modeled as
uncertainty matrices DA and DB which can be regarded as ran-
dom variables ðDAðtÞ;DBðtÞÞ due to the gradual change of
DRAS faults. The matrices ðDATi ;DBTiÞ are updated after
every sampling period T followed by the parameter estimation
procedure, where Ti is the ith sampling period. According to
Law of Large Numbers and the gradual change of DRAS
faults, the matrix class sequence of gradual fault parameters
will converge to the expected value ðDAE;DBEÞ,
P lim
Ti!1
ðDATi ;DBTiÞ ¼ ðDAE;DBEÞ
 
¼ 1 ð5Þ
Since the matrix class sequence ðDATi ;DBTiÞ can be
obtained from periodically sampled historical statistics, and
since they may vary only with the sampling period, therefore,
if there are N sets of the sequence ðDAT1 ;DBT1Þ !
ðDATN ;DBTNÞ, they can be regarded as independent with the
same distribution. Since the matrix class sequence is historical
statistics of gradual faults at different periods, the sequence
can have limited non-zero matrix variance r2. Therefore,
according to the central limit theorem, the error with the

















If there is sufficient amount of historical statistics, namely,
for sufficiently large sampling number N, the error distribution














2=2dt ¼ 1 a ð7Þ
where a is the confidence coefficient. This approach provides a
way to modify the system model under gradual fault condi-
tions, which is affected by the number of the historical sam-
pling sets.
3.1. Moving window based determination principle for historical
statistics
Eq. (6) shows that as historical statistics set number N becomes
larger, the probability of the error between the matrix class
sequence and their expectation will be close to the normal dis-
tribution, namely, increasing historical statistics will result in
increased accuracy of expectation. However, two factors need
to be considered: (A) although a large number of applied his-
torical statistics within reasonable time range can be used to
estimate a more accurate set of system parameters, they also
increase the computation time, and (B) very old historical
statistics can have negative effect when used to estimate the
current system parameters. To balance the system model pre-
cision with required computation time, a MW method is intro-
duced to reduce the negative effect of the old historical
statistics.
The principle of the moving window is shown in Fig. 2.
Considering both of the previously mentioned factors and
assuming that the optimal MW size is SMW ¼ ðN 1ÞT, the
MW is changing from MWð1Þ to MWðN 1Þ (marked in
green) before the MW reaches its desired length. During this
period, increasing amount of historical statistics is used,
and once the MW size achieves its optimal length ðN 1ÞT,
it will continue to maintain that length (marked in red). In
the process, the old historical statistics will be removed from
the applied set while the new statistics will be applied. Using
the MW with its size of ðN 1ÞT, there are always N set of
historical statistics used to estimate the system model
parameters.
Remark 1. In Eq. (7), the confidence coefficient a is defined to
measure the estimation accuracy of the system model param-
eters. Given a defined acceptable maximum value amax, the
determined optimal MW size SMW should guarantee that
a 6 amax holds. Considering the computation time by defining
the computation time cost as tðcostÞ, the SMW should
guarantee that tðcostÞ 6 tmax. Therefore, MW size can be
regarded as a multivariate function SMW ¼ Fðfaja 6 amaxg;
ftðcostÞjtðcostÞ 6 tmaxgÞ, which can be used to determine the
optimal MW size SoptimalMW by an optimization process.
3.2. Fault mode probability factor
In order to effectively utilize the historical statistics of the fault
modes, the FMPF is proposed in this paper. The multiple
faults occur at different levels and in different combinations,
which can cause residual statistical information for the multi-
ple faults. Choosing reasonable sampling period over the long
working period, the gradual fault parameter change can be
saved as historical statistics. The multiple faults can be repre-
sented by the parameter-dependent matrices of the state space
form system as ðDATi ;DBTiÞ. In all historical statistics, differ-
ent matrix classes may be the same, namely, in different sam-
pling periods: ðDATi ;DBTiÞ ¼ ðDATj ;DBTjÞ. In order to
appropriately apply the historical statistics to design the
FTC law, the FMPF method is first defined as follows:
Definition 1. FMPF. The probability of the multiple faults
represents a combination of different faults at different degrees
of fault severity, which is captured through statistical infor-
mation. If there are N cycles of historical statistics, and some
of the historical statistics are the same, the same historical
statistics are captured in the same group and recorded with the
number ncj , where cj is the jth category of the historical
statistics. Define the fault mode probability factor as
Pcj ¼ ncj=N ð8Þ
where ncj can be used to describe the probability of the jth cat-
egory of multiple faults ðDATi ;DBTiÞcj . In addition, if there are
total of k multiple categories of the historical statistics, all the
FMPFs can be calculated as fPc1 ;Pc2 ;    ;Pckg. From all the
calculated FMPFs, let Pmax ¼ maxfPc1 ;Pc2 ;    ;Pckg be the
maximum probability factor, where in the case of Pcj ¼ Pmax,
the jth category multiple faults ðDATi ;DBTiÞcj is the most com-
mon fault condition during the entire measured statistical time
interval.
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Since the current system with multiple faults in uncertain
form can be amended using the historical statistics, the amended
model based on FMPF is given in the following section.
3.3. Amended model based on fault mode probability factor
The proposed approach to deal with the system uncertainty is
amending the uncertain system in state space form using
FMPF. As a result, the uncertain matrices ðDA;DBÞ, which
describe the multiple faults in the system, can be determined
using FMPF and the corresponding historical statistics. Since
all gradual faults converge to a specific state, the expectation
operator, Eq. (5), can be applied to processing the statistics
and amending the system model uncertainty as
ðDAE;DBEÞ ¼ limt!1EðDA;DBÞ. Specifically, the expectation










where k is the number of the multiple fault mode categories.
The proposed FMPF of the historical statistics and the expec-


















In this amended model, the system uncertain matrices
ðDA;DBÞ can be replaced by the determinant expectation of
matrices ðPkj¼1ðPcjðDATiÞÞ;Pkj¼1ðPcjðDBTiÞÞÞ based on FMPF.
Finally, the amended system model can be described as




The purpose of the FMPF based approach is to counteract
the adverse effect of parameter uncertainty since it can reduce
the parameter estimation errors by utilizing the historical
statistics and expectation operator, and then to facilitate the
FTC strategy design based on the amended system model.
The theoretical foundation of the FMPF based approach is
illustrated by the following lemma.
Lemma 1. The FMPF based amended model is more accurate
than the uncertain model under the condition of the multiple
gradual faults. Namely, using the same feedback matrix, the
absolute values of the error between the real parts of
eigenvalues for the FMPF based amended model and the
actual one, and the error between the real parts of eigenvalues
for the uncertain model and the actual one, hold up Eq. (A11).
Proof. See Appendix A.
Based on the amended model in Eq. (11), the controller of
the FTC strategy is designed in the following section.
4. Design of FMPF based FTC strategy
The flowchart of FMPF based FTC approach is presented in
Fig. 3. In the initial stage of the actuation system, whether
the gradual faults occur or not, a set of baseline control param-
eters should be determined. Since the gradual faults are being
considered, all the relevant parameters of gradual faults should
be preset and used to construct the uncertain matrices of the
system model. Reasonable thresholds of parameters due to
gradual faults within the FTC range are chosen. The gradual
faults occur during a very long term, and in order to determine
reasonable control parameters under gradual faults condition,
a control parameter updating period is chosen. At every end of
the period, the relevant parameters of gradual faults are esti-
mated using system identification techniques. If all the param-
eters are within the corresponding thresholds, these parameters
are then saved as a new set of the historical statistics. However,
if some of the parameters deviate sharply from the correspond-
ing thresholds, it can be conjectured that severe faults have
occurred and that the current FTC law should be switched
to another one.23 In the case when the parameters move
slightly outside the corresponding thresholds, the relevant con-
trol parameter matrices need to be appropriately adjusted.
When the new set of gradual fault parameters is added to
the historical statistics, the FMPF needs to be updated and
the expectation parameter matrices of gradual faults need to
be determined based on the new FMPF. Since the obtained
system model, under gradual fault conditions, is determined
Fig. 2 Moving window based applied historical statistics determination mechanism.
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by replacing the uncertain matrices with the expectation
parameter matrices, the new FTC gain based on new deter-
mined system model can be solved and used to update the pre-
vious one.
The particular form of FTC for DRAS system with multi-
ple gradual faults is introduced in the following sections.
It is assumed that the controller has fixed structure26,27 such
that:
(1) Under the multiple gradual faults condition, DRAS out-
put can track the command order SoutyðtÞ with respect
to the reference signal rðtÞ without steady-state error,
i.e. limt!1eðtÞ ¼ 0, where eðtÞ ¼ rðtÞ  SoutyðtÞ, and
Sout ¼ ½1; 0; 0; 0.
(2) The optimized performance defined in Eq. (14) can be
obtained through the designed controller. The corre-
sponding augmented system can be described in the fol-
lowing form:




where xaugðtÞ ¼ ½
R
eðtÞdt; xðtÞT is augmented state vector,
yaugðtÞ ¼ ½
R
eðtÞdt; yðtÞT is augmented output vector, and
waugðtÞ ¼ ½rðtÞ;wðtÞT is augmented disturbance vector. The




Baug ¼ 0Bþ BE
 
, Caug ¼ I 0
0 C
 




controllability of this augmented system can be determined
from its controllability verification matrix
Ccon ¼ ½Baug;AaugBaug;A2augBaug;A3augBaug;A4augBaug.
In order to guarantee that the output can track the input
signal, the controller is designed as per Ref. 28 by using the
state and output error integration feedback as follows:




where K ¼ ½Ke;Kx is the control gain matrix. The poles of this
augmented system can be selected to have negative real parts,
thus guaranteeing stability of the closed-loop system.
The Linear-Quadratic (LQ) cost function is defined in the
following form:
Fig. 3 Flowchart of FMPF based FTC mechanism.




ðxTaugðsÞQxaugðsÞ þ uðsÞTRuðsÞÞds ð14Þ
where Q and R are symmetric semi-positive-definite and
positive-definite weighting matrices, respectively. The control
law can be obtained by selecting the state weighting matrix
Q and input weighting matrix R, so as to minimize the total
control cost function J. The optimal solution to minimize the
total control cost can be obtained by solving the following
Riccati equation:
PAaug þ ATaugP PBaugR1BTaugPþQ ¼ 0 ð15Þ
where P is a positive-definite matrix. The feedback control
gain matrix K ¼ ½Ke;Kx can be determined by using LQR,
½Ke;Kx ¼ R1BTaugP ð16Þ
Remark 2. The parameter c represents the robust performance
of the system and describes the quantitative relationship
between the disturbance w and the system output y. The
inequality kGðsÞk < c means that the influence of the distur-
bance w on the system output y is limited in the gain level c.
The controller with FTC function (Fig. 4) is in the state and
output error integration feedback form to realize the pole
placement and guarantee desired performance in the presence
of disturbance. The system uncertainty, due to multiple faults,
is addressed by applying the matrix class sequence ðDATi ;DBTiÞ
to obtain the matrices ðPkj¼1ðPcjðDATiÞÞ;Pkj¼1ðPcjðDBTiÞÞÞ
using the proposed FMPF method. To minimize the cost func-
tion, Eq. (14), the weighting matrices can be chosen from
LQR, and then the control gain matrix for the uncertain sys-
tem can be solved. The condition for finding the fault-
tolerant controller gain is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Considering the closed-loop augmented system
given by Eq. (12), for a given scalar c > 0 in Remark 1 and for
all nonzero disturbanceswðtÞ 2 L2 0;1Þ½ , choosing Q and R as
weighting matrices of LQ index, and defining symmetric
positive definite matrix P, if the LQR can find the P matrix,
then the closed-loop system given in Eq. (12) has the upper
bounds of performance index given in the following form:




and the gain matrix for the fault-tolerant controller of the
closed-loop system can be determined as Ke;Kx½  ¼
R1BTaugP.
Proof. See Appendix B.
5. Simulation analysis
5.1. Settings of fault scenarios
The system parameters used to verify the effectiveness of the
proposed approach are the same as those used in Ref.22
Typical multiple gradual faults of HA system are presented
in Section 2.2. In order to demonstrate the advantage of the
proposed FMPF based FTC approach, the Monte Carlo sim-
ulation method is used to simulate the historical statistics.
Assuming that the MW size is SMW ¼ 30 and that it can satisfy
the computation time cost requirement, the historical statistics
are then processed using FMPF method and the expectation
operator to obtain five different amended model results, which
are designated as FMPF-1 to FMPF-5 and are shown in
Table 1.
Fig. 4 Controller structure for system with multiple faults in uncertainty form.
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5.2. Simulation results with FTC strategies
The first case (Fig. 5) represents system response of an actua-
tion system experiencing gradual faults to a step input with the
displacement of 0.03 m. Two methods, based on the FTC
approaches, are used to compare the system response. The first
is FTC approach presented in Ref. 29, which models the effects
of gradual faults as system uncertain modes and applies robust
control method to obtain the control parameters. The second
is the FMPF based FTC approach. The method first estimates
the unknown parameters using FMPF method on the histori-
cal statistics of the system experiencing gradual faults, and
then determines the control parameters based on the estimated
system. The simulation results indicate that system with FMPF
based FTC approach has improved tracking performance
(Fig. 5(a)). The results (Fig. 5(b)) also indicate that using
FMPF based FTC approach results in smaller tracking error.
The same FTC approaches as the ones used in Fig. 5 are
used to compare the control effects when the sinusoidal input
signal is applied to the actuation system experiencing gradual
Table 1 Historical statistics of multiple gradual fault modes.
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Fig. 5 Tracking response using original FTC and proposed
FMPF based FTC when given square-wave order.
Fig. 6 Tracking response using original FTC and proposed
FMPF based FTC when given superimposed sine-wave order.
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faults. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6, which indi-
cate that the proposed controller has good tracking perfor-
mance. Specifically, Fig. 6(a) indicates that using FMPF
based FTC approach results in close tracking of the input sig-
nal, where the amplitudes of the system response are very close
to the ones of the given command, and the response time delay
is also smaller than using the FTC approach without FMPF.
Also, Fig. 6(b) indicates that FMPF based FTC approach
results in the system having smaller tracking error under the
given command.
The effects of the historical statistics are analyzed by
managing different amount of historical statistic using the pro-
posed FMPF approach. Using the proposed FMPF method,
five different models are designated as FMPF-1 – 5, where
the model based on FMPF-1 is obtained based on the largest
amount of historical statistic, whereas the FMPF-5 induced
model is obtained using the least amount of historical statistic.
The simulation results, for the case when a step signal with
displacement of 0.03[m] is given as the command input to the
actuation system experiencing gradual faults, are shown in
Fig. 6. Using the same proposed FMPF based FTC approach,
five models, based on different amount of historical statistic,
are used to compare the control effects on system response.
Fig. 7(a) shows that system response has the settling rise time
under the FMPF-1 based FTC approach, whereas FMPF-5
based FTC approach results in the slowest settling time. The
results presented in Fig. 7(b) indicate that FMPF-1 based
FTC approach results in the lowest tracking error for the given
command, whereas FMPF-5 based FTC approach results in
the highest tracking error. Since FMPF-1 manages the largest
amount of historical statistic and FMPF-5 manages the least
amount of historical statistic, it illustrates that, within the cov-
erage of MW size, more historical statistic used results in better
control performance.
The simulation results presented in Fig. 8 are for the case
when a sinusoidal signal is the command input to the actuation
system experiencing gradual faults. The same FTC approach,
i.e. five models based on different amount of historical statis-
tic, is used to compare the control effects. The results presented
in Fig. 8(a) indicate that FMPF-1 based FTC approach results
in the best tracking performance, whereas FMPF-5 based FTC
approach results in the worst tracking performance. The sim-
ulation results presented in Fig. 8(b) show that FMPF-1 based
FTC approach results in the minimum tracking error, while
FMPF-5 based FTC approach results in the maximum track-
ing error. It is apparent that, within the coverage of MW size,
using more historical statistic results in better control
performance.
6. Conclusions
A Fault Mode Probability Factor (FMPF)-based Fault-
Tolerant Control (FTC) strategy for multiple gradual faults
of Dissimilar Redundant Actuation System (DRAS) has been
studied and evaluated. The typical gradual faults of DRAS
system are modeled into the state space system in uncertainty
form. The historical statistics of the fault modes are used to
modify and correct the uncertain model using the proposed
FMPF. A controller with fixed structure in state and output
error integration feedback form is designed based on the mod-
ified model using FMPF. New updating method for the initial
control gain under gradual fault condition is proposed. The
simulation results indicate that the proposed FMPF based
FTC control strategy is effective for the long term working
condition of DRAS system experiencing gradual faults. The
proposed strategy indicates that system response improves by
increasing the amount of historical statistics.
In order to develop the strategy for a wider range of appli-
cations, the future work will address optimization of the MW
size as well as applicability of the proposed FMPF based FTC
strategy on the nonlinear systems.
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Appendix A. Proof of Lemma 1
Proof. The eigenvalue form of the uncertain system model, to
transform the pair matrix ðAþ DA;Bþ DBÞ with Kx, can be
obtained as
RefkðAþ DAþ ðBþ DBÞKxÞg
¼ RefkðAÞ þ qAkðjDAjboundÞ þ kðBKxÞ
þ qBkðjDBjboundKxÞg ðA1Þ
Let qA 2 ½1;þ1 and qB 2 ½1;þ1, express the change of
parameters due to gradual faults, and then the following
inequality can be obtained:
Re kðAÞ þ qAkðjDAjboundÞ þ kðBKxÞ þ qBkðjDBjboundKxÞ
 	
< jRe kðAÞf gj þ jRe kðjDAjboundÞ
 	j
 jRe kðBKxÞf gj þ jRe kðjDBjboundKxÞ
 	j
ðA2Þ
From Eq. (A2), it can be deduced that
RefkðAþ DAþ ðBþ DBÞKxÞg
< maxðRefkðAÞ  kðjDAjboundÞ þ kðBKxÞ
 kðjDBjboundKxÞgÞ ðA3Þ
The real parts of eigenvalues for the FMPF based amended

























¼ Re kðAÞ þ k AEð Þ þ kðBKxÞ þ k BEKxð Þf g
ðA4Þ
The real parts of eigenvalues for the actual model can be
expressed as
RefkðAþ Aactual þ ðBþ BactualÞKxÞg
¼ RefkðAÞ þ kðAactualÞ þ kðBKxÞ þ kðBactualKxÞg ðA5Þ
Then two errors can be obtained: One is the error between
the real parts of eigenvalues for the FMPF based amended
model and the actual one, whereas the other is the error
between the real parts of eigenvalues for the uncertain model
and the actual one. In order to prove the advantage of FMPF
based FTC approach, it needs to be shown that the absolute
value of the first error is less than the second one.
The error between the real parts of eigenvalues for the
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Define the absolute value of this error as
ErrorðM1Þ ¼ jRefkðAEÞ  kðAactualÞ þ kðBEKxÞ  kðBactualKxÞgj
ðA7Þ
The error between the real parts of eigenvalues for the
uncertain model and the actual one can be calculated as
RefkðAþ DAþ ðBþ DBÞKxÞg
RefkðAþ Aactual þ ðBþ BactualÞKxÞg
¼ RefkðAÞ þ qAkðjDAjboundÞ þ kðBKxÞ
þ qBkðjDBjboundKxÞg RefkðAÞ þ kðAactualÞ
þ kðBKxÞ þ kðBactualKxÞg ¼ RefqAkðjDAjboundÞ
 kðAactualÞ þ qBkðjDBjboundKxÞ  kðBactualKxÞg ðA8Þ
Define the absolute value of this error as
ErrorðM2Þ ¼ jRefqAkðjDAjboundÞ  kðAactualÞ
þ qBkðjDBjboundKxÞ  kðBactualKxÞgj ðA9Þ
Since the minimum of the error is the following form:
minðErrorðM2ÞÞ ¼ jRefkðjDAjboundÞ  kðAactualÞ
þ kðjDBjboundKxÞ  kðBactualKxÞgj ðA10Þ
therefore, ErrorðM1Þ  minðErrorðM2ÞÞ ¼ RefkðAEÞ
kðjDAjboundÞ þ kðBEKxÞ  kðjDBjboundKxÞg,where due to the






Eq. (A11) deduces the conclusion that
ErrorðM1Þ < minðErrorðM2ÞÞ, so that
ErrorðM1Þ < ErrorðM2Þ ðA12Þ
This proves Lemma 1.
Appendix B. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. Since the control law form uðtÞ ¼ KxaugðtÞ ¼
Ke
R t
0 eðsÞdsþ KxxðtÞ is used to stabilize the augmented system
given in Eq. (12), using the method similar with the one used in
Ref.26, this control law form is substituted into the LQ cost
function form


















½ð _xaugðsÞ  GaugwaugðsÞÞTPxaugðsÞ þ xTaugðsÞPð _xaugðsÞ



















This proves Theorem 1.
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